New in the Library

Business Is Embracing the Internet of Things
Access to “Business Is Embracing Internet of Things as most Important Technology,
says new study” added to PM World Library

Resource provided by Vishwanath Guduguntla
17 February 2018 – Rome, Italy – Access to a new resource has been added to the PM
World Library on the subject of the Project Management Profession. The new resource is
titled “Business Is Embracing Internet of Things'', a January article in Forbes magazine,
USA.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is heralded as a foundational technology for breakthroughs in
artificial intelligence, robotics and other potentially broadly applicable advances. But for
frontline decision makers—the executives charged with implementing the IoT in their
company—it can sometimes feel impossible to separate the facts from the hype. It can be
even more daunting to discern the practical steps required to get started with IoT in their
business.
To better understand the current state of the IoT, Forbes Insights partnered with Hitachi
Vantara to survey more than 500 senior executives around the world who are leading IoT
initiatives within their companies. Sponsored by Hitachi Vantara, highlights the key findings
from this research, and addresses important issues.
To access these resources, go to https://pmworldlibrary.net/applications-and-topics/ scroll
down and click on “Internet of Things”. Must be registered as Free Trial, Professional or
Scholar member and logged in to access.

For PMWL Post
Business Is Embracing the Internet of Things – The Internet of Things (IoT) is heralded
as a foundational technology for breakthroughs in artificial intelligence, robotics and other
potentially broadly applicable advances. But for frontline decision makers—the executives
charged with implementing the IoT in their company—it can sometimes feel impossible to
separate the facts from the hype. This is an informative article published by Forbes on Jan
18, 2018. To read article, click here. (Vishwanath Guduguntla)
Where to post in library: https://pmworldlibrary.net/internet-of-things/

